DNA topoisomerases and models of sister-chromatid exchange.
Pommier et al. (1985) suggested that sister-chromatid exchange (SCE) results from exchange of topoisomerase II subunits. "Homologous displacement", an alternative mechanism, is proposed in which strand switching occurs during removal of parental helical turns by topoisomerases. The steps in the SCE model proposed by Ishii and Bender (1980) for SCE occurring at a blocked replication fork could occur by this mechanism and would require the action of both topoisomerases I and II. Homologous displacement involving topoisomerase II alone provides a mechanism for the strand switching required in the models of Kato (1977) and Cleaver (1981) in which SCE occur between replicated double strands. These mechanisms and models are discussed in relation to current knowledge of the locations and functions of topoisomerases during DNA replication.